
Superform Online Version 1.4
Enhancements and Bug Fixes

Installation

After inserting the CD the installation should start up automatically. Follow the prompts to install Superform Online
version 1.4. If the installation doesn’t start automatically then refer to page 5 of the User Manual on how to start the
installation manually.
Note: If this version is downloaded from the internet follow the instructions supplied from the website
www.everyrace.com .

Bug Fixes

1. In Multi-Bet some values were displayed in an exponential format.
2. If on the main handicapping screen the order was not by TAB number, when displaying the Model Report

wrong horses would be scratched.
3. Scratched runners were being incorrectly included in EasyRater if the maximum rank was less then the

number of starters in the race.
4. If using the old style Trainer Report classes are now displayed in mixed case.
5. When filtering out runs in a horse’s form, there was no distinction between uppercase and lower case classes.

In other words an ‘open’ class race was treated the same as an ‘OPEN’ class race.
6. When calling back a meeting that already exists, saved races and ratings were being overwritten automatically.

Now you will be prompted to overwrite saved races. Superform Online will also prompt the updating of
jockeys for saved races.

7. Odds in Multi-Bet separated by ‘-‘ was causing an error i.e. 5-1. Odds 5/1 were unaffected.
8. Printing from the main handicapping screen was causing some final ratings to be incorrect by including the

jockey claim in a non claiming race.

Enhancements

1. Two new preferences have been added – Use decimal odds and Update barrier position.

 

 Features, Functions and Operation
1 Use decimal odds – If this option is checked all odds in Superform Online will be displayed as decimal

odds. By default this option is unchecked.

2
Update barrier position – If this option is checked barrier positions are adjusted after scratching i.e. all
runners outside the scratched runner move in by one. The barrier adjustment is also modified to reflect the
new barrier. By default this option is unchecked.

2. When displaying the ratings from the All Form screen the selected horse is now in a colour that is easier to
distinguish from the other horses.

3. In Multi-Bet data that can be printed can also be saved as a text or csv file.
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4. Saved races can now be deleted as shown in the handicapping screen below.

Features, Functions and Operation
1 Delete button – Deletes the current race if it has been previously saved. Note though it will not delete the

original race information.

5. An about box is now in Superform Online as shown below.

6. EasyRater has been enhanced to allowing different formulas for different conditions as shown overleaf.
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Features, Functions and Operation
1 Formula radio button – Select which formula is applied. Formulas are defined by the Formula button 2.

7. The Formula screen has four new buttons allowing formulas to be saved using four different scenarios as
shown in the Formula screen below.
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